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Bringing You the GoodNews Message

Scrip ref

The Modern family of today?
In a resent commercial advertisement of a past played movie entitled “The Kids are alright” a
flashing comment sprung across the screen saying that this movie shows the “real modern
family of today”. Unfortunately their perceptions of what the true family unit is was not
communicated in their opinions to this movie. The movie advertised was about how two gay
women were artificially inseminated and then raised two children. Along the way the children
now teens want to seek out their birth father only to add confusion and challenge to the lifestyle
of the two women who obviously wanted nothing to do with the unknown father. If this is a look
at the true concept of the modern family of today I feel sorry for the American public! If we
search out where the true family unit began we will see very clearly that in the beginning G-d
created man in his own image (1). Then G-d made woman for man and this is where the true
family unit was made up of both one male and female (2). NOT two women or even two men!
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Right religion?

Inspirational Reading

In this month we share on the subject of religion. The word religion means ;( a specific fundamental set
of beliefs and practices generally agreed upon by a number of persons or sects). But can the religion of
people really save them or give them eternal life? While there are many religions of man in the world
there is only one true revelation which G-d revealed to man (a). For the past month I have
observed a man whose loyalty is only to his religion of Christian science. Yet his religion never teaches him to love as Christ
loves or even to walk in the true doctrine of the New Covenant teachings. Instead he insists that his religion is the right one and
that I in not so bold words should consider or think of joining his religion. Sadly while his devotion to his religion for a life time is
ongoing he has not a true relationship or the fruit which shows he has a relationship with the Jewish Messiah. He has a religion
NOT a living relationship. There are many others out there who share the same idea’s (b) supposing that their religion too is
also the right one, but can their religions really save their souls from eternal damnation? The scripture which comes to mind is
found in the B’rit ha dasha (c).We learn from the letter to Timothy by rabbi Sha’ul (Paul) that many religions in the world will
have a form of godliness but will deny the actual power and demonstration of the spirit of our G-d. We also must note that
Click for more

Hebraic Perspectives
This Month’s Hebrew word is:
AUGUST NEWS 2010

Rocket launch on Eilat and Aqaba

attacks
Jerusalem – Jordan saidafter
it had
evidence that the rockets
that hit Aqaba came from the Sinai. Egypt yesterday said
that that was “Impossible”. Israel has more or less openly
accused Hamas, which has denied any involvement…….
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Rhevwy -(Yeshua)Salvation
Which Hebrew definition means: deliverance, salvation, safety.
This month’s Hebrew word focuses on deliverance. According to Rabbi
Sha’ul (Paul’s) letter to the congregation in Rome says that they needed
Portion Rom.13:11-14

Read the Article click
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OSY MISSION STATEMENT
Osy is a teaching, discipleship, evangelistic ministry. Its focus is to share the full richness of both the Tanach (OT) and gospel from a Jewish Christian perspective (Rom 1:16). Osy mission
is to educate and inform the body of Messiah Yeshua about its Hebraic heritage, its relationship to Israel and G-ds chosen people. Building love relationships and bringing understanding
between the Jewish community and Christian community, to glorify in unity the G-d of Israel through our Messiah in everything we do (Rom 2:9). To clearly reveal and demonstrate the
ultimate love of Messiah Yeshua (Yohanan-John 13:34-35).
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